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Norris Bradbury and Edward Teller 

A Fission-Fusion Reaction 
R. A. Meade 

 
A stands for atom; it is so small 
No one has ever seen it at all. 

 
B stands for bomb; the bombs are much bigger, 

So, brother, do not be too fast on the trigger. 
 

H has become a most ominous letter. 
It means something bigger if not something better.1 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Paul Teller on his father’s shoulders. 

Los Alamos 1945 
 

On a bright, sunny day in October 1945, a boisterous and jubilant crowd 
assembled in front of Fuller Lodge to watch as the Army-Navy “E” Award, a prestigious 
national honor given for “Excellence in Production” during World War II, was presented 
to the Los Alamos Laboratory. Major General Leslie Groves, the commanding officer of 
the Manhattan Project; Navy Commodore William S. (Deak) Parsons, the wartime leader 

																																																								
1 Poem written by Edward Teller for his son, Paul. Reprinted in Life Magazine, September 6, 1954, p. 74. 
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of the Laboratory’s Ordnance Division; Robert Sproul, the President of the University of 
California; and J. Robert Oppenheimer accepted the award on behalf of the Laboratory.  

 
Although the war was over and Los Alamos had emerged from behind a curtain of 

secrecy to world-wide notoriety, Oppenheimer, in his last official act as Laboratory 
Director, sounded a note of caution in a short speech, saying,	“It	did	not	take	atomic	
weapons	to	make	war	terrible.	It	did	not	take	weapons	to	make	man	want	peace,	a	
peace	that	would	last.	But	the	atomic	bomb	was	the	turn	of	the	screw.	It	has	made	the	
prospect	of	future	war	unendurable.	It	has	led	us	up	those	last	steps	to	the	mountain	
pass;	and	beyond	there	to	a	different	country.”2	 
 

 
Figure 2: Oppenheimer, Groves, and Sproul with the “E” Award. The accompanying “E” flag has 

just been raised. 

Despite Oppenheimer’s eloquence and somber warning, his speech had little 
meaning for Norris Bradbury. As Oppenheimer’s successor, he faced the daunting task of 
keeping the Laboratory, now without a mandate, operational until the President and 
Congress decided on the nation’s postwar nuclear policy. Bradbury knew, however, that 
when Los Alamos was given a new mission, that mission would be the replacement of the 
crude experiments that were Little Boy and Fat Man with better fission weapons.3 That 
belief became the foundation for Bradbury’s management of the Laboratory in the years 
immediately following the end of the war, but it came at the cost of placing him at odds 
with Edward Teller. 

 

																																																								
2 J. Robert Oppenheimer, Manhattan District Reunion, (Los Alamos: Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
1993), 1. 
	
3	At	the	end	of	the	war,	the	United	States	had	only	one	atomic	bomb,	or,	to	be	more	precise,	the	
unassembled	parts	for	one	bomb	and	no	concrete	plans	to	produce	any	more.		
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Oppenheimer’s speech also had little meaning for Edward Teller, who was 
beginning a public campaign to force the rapid development of the hydrogen bomb.4 
When Bradbury chose to focus the Laboratory’s work on fission weapons, Teller told 
Time Magazine that the situation at Los Alamos was “catastrophic.”5 Teller’s criticism of 
Bradbury and Los Alamos did not abate until 1954, two years after the first successful 
hydrogen bomb test. During that year, Teller, after testifying against Oppenheimer, 
seemingly took full credit for the hydrogen bomb. A Life Magazine said, among other 
things, that Teller, “by an almost fanatic determination, kept the idea of an H-Bomb from 
dying of pure neglect.”6 With that one sentence, Life described the essence of the 
“fission-fusion” relationship between Bradbury and Teller. Los Alamos did all the work 
and Teller given all the credit. 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Bradbury and Trinity Gadget 

 
 
 

																																																								
4	The terms “super”, “hydrogen bomb”, and “thermonuclear device” are used interchangeably.	
	
5 Time Magazine, February 25, 1946.  
	
6 Robert Coughlin, “Dr. Edward Teller’s Magnificent Obsession.” Life Magazine, September 6, 1954, p. 
61-74. 
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The Hydrogen Bomb – National Politics 
 
In July 1949, at the request of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, President Truman created 

a special subcommittee of the National Security Council (NSC) “to assess the rate of 
progress being made in our atomic program.” The subcommittee - Secretary of State 
Dean Acheson, Secretary of Defense Louis Johnson, and AEC Chairman David 
Lilienthal - quickly determined that the nation’s nuclear infrastructure was inadequate, 
particularly with respect to the production of fissionable materials and recommended that 
the nation’s atomic program be accelerated.7 

 

 
Figure 4: NSC Special Subcommittee. 

Despite the subcommittee’s findings, there was no sense of urgency or panic. The 
United States had, after all, an atomic bomb monopoly. That monopoly, however, ended 
suddenly on August 8, 1949, when the Soviet Union detonated its first atomic bomb, 
codenamed Joe-1. President Truman announced the Soviet detonation on September 23rd, 
saying: “I believe the American people, to the fullest extent consistent with national 
security, are entitled to be informed of all developments in the field of atomic energy. 
That is my reason for making public the following information. We have evidence that 
within recent weeks an atomic explosion occurred in the U.S.S.R. Ever since atomic 
energy was first released by man, the eventual development of this new force by other 
nations was to be expected.”8 

 

																																																								
7 Harry S. Truman, Years of Trial and Hope, (New York: Double Day, 1956), 302; McGeorge Bundy, 
Danger and Survival, (New York: Random House, 1988), 203 
 
8	http://www.atomicarchive.com/Docs/Hydrogen/SovietAB.shtml; Furer,114. 
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 In the wake of Joe-1, Lewis Strauss sent a memo to his fellow AEC 
commissioners saying “the time has now come for a quantum jump in our planning … 
that is to say, that we should now make an intensive effort to go ahead with the Super.”9 
Strauss’ memo “sparked a secret debate within the government about whether or not to 
initiate a crash program to develop the hydrogen bomb.”10 Senator Brien McMahon, 
Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, called for “a crash program to 
develop the super.” Teller told colleagues at Los Alamos that “It seems that the Russian 
rate of progress is at least comparable to, if it does not exceed, the rate of progress in 
this country.”11 
 
 

 
Figure 5; Brien McMahon, D-Ct. 

One of Strauss’AEC colleagues, David Lilienthal disagreed. Such a weapon, 
Lilienthal noted, would indiscriminately kill too many innocent people. Hence, there was 
no military need or justification for the hydrogen bomb. Oppenheimer also thought the 
hydrogen bomb was not needed for national defense. The growing stockpile of fission 
weapons was more than sufficient to protect the country. 12  

 
																																																								
9 Lewis Strauss, Men and Decisions (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1962), 217. 
 
10 Dean Acheson, Present at the Creation: My Years in the State Department (New York: W.W. Norton, 
1969), 344; Gordon Dean, Forging the Atomic Shield (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1987), 35; Herbert York, The Advisors: Oppenheimer, Teller and the Super bomb (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1976), 45; Strauss, 222. 
 
11 Edward Teller, To Technical Council Members, LANL Archives, October 12, 1949. 
 
12 Dean Acheson, Present at the Creation (New York: W.W. Norton, 1969), 344 – 346; Dean, 18. 
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Figure 6: Lewis Strauss. 

Seeking to blunt the opposition to the hydrogen bomb, Strauss asked Admiral 
Sidney Souers, the executive director of the National Security Council, if the President 
knew about the possibility of a hydrogen bomb. Souers didn’t know and told Strauss he 
would ask Truman. As Souers recalled many years later, “I asked him [the President] if 
he had any information on it. He said, ‘No, but you tell Strauss to go to it and fast.’”13 
Strauss subsequently sent Truman a letter saying, “I believe that the United States must 
be as completely armed as any possible enemy,” and urged the President to “direct the 
Atomic Energy Commission to proceed with all possible expedition to develop the 
thermonuclear weapon.”14 Truman did not respond to Strauss, but did ask Lilienthal, 
Acheson, and Johnson to once again act as a subcommittee of the NSC, this time to 
advise him on “whether and in what manner the United States should undertake the 
development and possible production of super atomic weapons … and whether and when 
any publicity should be given this matter.”15  

 

																																																								
13 Sidney Souers Oral Interview, Truman Library. 
	
14 Strauss, 219-222. 
 
15 Acheson, 346; Bundy, 212. 
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Figure 7: Truman and Sidney Souers. 

At their first meeting, Lilienthal opposed the hydrogen bomb and Johnson, 
supported it.16 Acheson, the swing vote, slightly favored building the hydrogen bomb 
because, he believed, regardless of what the United States might do, the Soviet Union 
would not delay their development of a super bomb. Equally compelling said Acheson, 
“the American people simply would not tolerate a policy of delaying research in so vital 
a matter.”17 The meeting adjourned without a consensus.  
 
 Anxious to bring the matter to a quick conclusion, Acheson prepared a set of four 
recommendations that he hoped both Lilienthal and Johnson would endorse.18 The first 
recommendation called for the President to “direct the Atomic Energy Commission to 
proceed to determine the technical feasibility of a thermonuclear weapon, the scale and 
rate of effort to be determined jointly by the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Department of Defense.” The second recommendation gave the President the option of 
deferring the final development of the hydrogen bomb pending a possible reexamination 
“as to whether thermonuclear weapons should be produced beyond the number required 
for a test of feasibility.” The third recommendation directed “the Secretary of State and 
the Secretary of Defense to undertake a reexamination of our objectives in peace and war 
and of the effect of these objectives on our strategic plans, in the light of our probable 
fission bomb capability and possible thermonuclear bomb capability of the Soviet 
Union.” The fourth and final recommendation called for “the president [to] indicate 
publicly the intention of this Government to continue work to determine the feasibility of 
																																																								
16 Omar N. Bradley, A General’s Life: An Autobiography by General of the Army Omar N. Bradley (New 
York: Simon & Schuster), 515. 
	
17 Acheson, 349. 
 
18 Ibid, 348. 
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a thermonuclear program, and that no further official information will be made public 
without the approval of the President.”19 
 

Acheson presented his recommendations to Lilienthal and Johnson on January 31, 
1950.20 Johnson objected to the wording of Acheson’s second recommendation. He did 
not want any encumbrance placed on the production of weapons. After some debate, both 
Acheson and Lilienthal agreed to excise the paragraph. Once this was done, all three, 
including Lilienthal much to Acheson’s’ surprise, signed the recommendations. Lilienthal 
had decided not to directly oppose Acheson and Johnson, choosing instead to register his 
personal reservations about the hydrogen bomb directly with Truman.21 
 
 Undersecretary of Defense Stephen Early, who attended this meeting as an 
observer, suggested that the President announce his decision at a press conference.22 
Accordingly, a press release was prepared for the President saying that as Commander-in 
Chief, he had “directed the Atomic Energy Commission to continue its work on all forms 
of atomic weapons, including the so-called hydrogen or super-bomb.” It concluded that 
this work was and would continue to follow American objectives until a satisfactory plan 
for international control of atomic energy is achieved.23 
 

Secretary Johnson, who had a scheduled meeting that day with the President, 
suggested using his appointment to present the subcommittee’s report to Truman. “The 
heat was on,” said Johnson, “and every hour counted in getting this matter disposed of.” 
At 12:35 pm, Acheson handed the President the Committee’s recommendations, which 
Truman started to read. Acheson also told Truman that Lilienthal wished to make a 
statement. Shortly after Lilienthal began expressing his misgivings, Truman cut him off 
and signed the recommendations. “Further delay,” said Truman “would be unwise.” 
Later that day, Truman issued the prepared press release.24 
																																																								
19 David E. Lilienthal, The Journals of David E. Lilienthal, Volume II (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), 
624. 
 
20 Ibid. 
 
21 Acheson, 349. 
	
22	Early	had	been	Roosevelt’s	press	secretary	and,	for	a	brief	time	in	1950,	also	served	as	Truman’s	
press	secretary.	
	
23 David Lilienthal, The Journals of David E. Lilienthal, Vol. 2, 626-633; Dean Acheson, Present at the 
Creation, 348-349; and Harry S. Truman, Public Papers 1950, #26; and Harry S. Truman, Years of Trial 
and Hope, 309.	
 
24 Even as Lilienthal, Johnson, and Acheson were meeting, Truman, according to General of the Army 
Omar Bradley, had already made up his mind to pursue the Super. Bradley, who met privately with the 
President on three occasions in January to discuss the hydrogen bomb, recalled in his memoirs: “Truman 
was deeply troubled because AEC Chairman David Lilienthal was a humanitarian whom Truman greatly 
respected. But Truman had a way of seeing things clearly and going to the heart of the matter. If the 
Russians proceeded with the H-Bomb and we did not, and it worked, we would find ourselves in an 
intolerably inferior military posture. To Truman, it was as simple as that.” 
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The Hydrogen Bomb – Los Alamos 
 

In response to the President’s directive, Bradbury returned the Laboratory to its 
wartime regime of six-day weeks, not to begin work on the hydrogen bomb, but to 
accelerate the work that had been ongoing since 1943. When Oppenheimer organized Los 
Alamos in 1943, he recruited Teller to head the Hydrodynamics of Implosion and Super 
Group (T-1). Although never intended to be the focus of the Laboratory’s research 
program, work on the Super was included in the Laboratory’s technical plan because, “its 
potentialities were so great that research on it could not be neglected completely.”25 And 
so it was immediately after the war. Work on the hydrogen bomb continued, but could 
not, in Bradbury’s mind, be subordinated to the improvement of fission bombs and the 
nation’s nuclear stockpile. 

 
 To meet the President’s mandate for an accelerated program, Associate Director 

Darol Froman, proposed replacing the Laboratory’s methodical computation and 
modeling techniques with a program of “frequent real tests” that could more rapidly 
confirm component designs.26 This change in operating procedure required a continental 
test site to augment the Pacific Proving Ground (PPG). The PPG’s great distance from 
the continental United States, its complicated weather patterns, the difficulty of 
protecting it during times of international crisis, and its limited amount of real estate 
made conducting “frequent real tests” there impossible. The AEC identified five possible 
continental sites: The North Carolina Coast, the Gulf Coast of Texas, the Dugway 
Proving Ground (Utah), the Wendover Bombing Range (Utah), the Alamogordo-White 
Sands Guided Missile range (Trinity Site), and the Las Vegas Bombing and Gunnery 
Range.27 The AEC chose the Nevada site. Bradbury concurred, believing that tests as 
large as fifty kilotons could be safely detonated in the Nevada desert. The National 
Security Council approved the choice on December 15, 1950, followed by the President 
on December 18th.28 Just a few weeks later, on January 27, 1951, Los Alamos carried out 
																																																								
25Edith Truslow and Ralph Carlisle Smith, Project Y: The Los Alamos Story (Los Angeles: Tomash 
Publishers, 1983), p. 14-15; In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer: Transcript of Hearing before the 
Personal Security Board (Washington: The Atomic Energy Commission), p. 325. Teller, who thought work 
on atomic bombs was pedestrian, argued that Los Alamos should focus on the hydrogen bomb. But, as 
Hans Bethe later said of Teller, “He was on my staff. I relied – and I hoped to rely very heavily on him to 
help with our work in theoretical physics. It turned out that he did not want to cooperate. He did not want 
to work on the agreed line of research that everybody else in the laboratory had agreed to as the fruitful 
line. He always suggested new things, new deviations. He did not want to do the work [that] he and his 
group [was] supposed to do in the framework of the theoretical division. So that in the end there was no 
choice but to relieve him of any work in the general line of development of Los Alamos, and to permit him 
to pursue his own ideas entirely unrelated to the World War II work with his own group outside of the 
theoretical division. This was quite a blow to us because there were very few qualified men who could 
carry on that work 
 
26 LAB-J-W 103. 
	
27 David Lilienthal to the Chairman of the Military Liaison Committee, September 20, 1948. LANL 
Archives; Terrance Fehner and F. G. Gosling, Origins of the Nevada Test Site (Washington, D.C.: United 
States Department of Energy, 2002.). 
 
28 Ibid. 
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the first of five tests in Nevada under the code name Operation Ranger. Not only did the 
comparative ease and speed of the Ranger Operation confirm the utility of having a 
continental test site, the tests also confirmed that using the Nevada site offered quicker 
resolution of many thermonuclear design issues.29 

 
The PPG continued to be used for high yield tests. In 1951, four such tests were 

conducted at Eniwetok Atoll under the codename Operation Greenhouse. The first two 
Greenhouse shots, Dog and Easy, were significantly improved implosion devices. At 81 
kilotons, Dog was the largest yield fission device to date. The third test, George, ignited 
the world’s first thermonuclear fire.30 As Los Alamos weapon engineer Jay Wechsler 
remarked, “The George shot, the design of which resulted from the crash program on the 
H-Bomb, confirmed that our understanding of the means of initiating a small-scale 
thermonuclear reaction was adequate.”31The final Greenhouse test, Item, proved the 
principle of boosting, the technique “of using a fission bomb to initiate a small 
thermonuclear reaction that increases the efficiency and use of the fissile material.”32 
The hydrogen bomb was not possible, commented Hans Bethe, until a fission device 
energetic enough to light a thermonuclear fire was developed. Boosted fission bombs 
could do so. 
 

 
Figure 8: Enewetak Atoll. 

																																																																																																																																																																					
 
29 By general agreement with the Military Liaison Committee, large yield tests would continue to be 
conducted in the Pacific. 
 
30 Atomic Energy Commission, Draft Report to the President on the Status of Thermonuclear Program, 
LANL Archives, February 26, 1951. 
 
31 Los Alamos Science, Winter/Summer 1983, 159-163. 
 
32 York, 23; and Carson Mark, “A Short Account,” 9. 
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Despite the success of both the George and Item tests, the problem of the Inverse 
Compton Effect remained. A thermonuclear fire could be lit, but could not be sustained. 
The answer to this problem came to Edward Teller in a fit of anger. While stewing over 
the needling of a colleague, it suddenly occurred to him that the radiation produced by 
atomic explosion had mass that could be channeled and used to compress deuterium 
thereby enhancing and sustaining a thermonuclear reaction. This concept, radiation 
implosion, was proved by the 1952 Mike test. 

 
Immediately after Mike, the Department of Defense issued a national military 

requirement, codified in the Emergency Capability Program (ECP), for a deliverable 
thermonuclear weapon by 1954. Los Alamos designed and produced four ECP weapons, 
one of which entered the stockpile untested. The remaining three were proof tested during 
the 1954 Castle test series.  

 

 
Figure 9: Early Thermonuclear Tests. 

 
1954 – The Oppenheimer Hearing 
 
 In November 1953, a year after the Mike test, William Borden, a former staff 
member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, sent a letter to FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover saying, in part, that “more probably than not J. Robert Oppenheimer is an agent 
of the Soviet Union.” With respect to the hydrogen bomb, Borden also said of 
Oppenheimer that, “(a) He was remarkably instrumental in influencing the military 
authorities and the Atomic Energy Commission essentially to suspend H-bomb 
development from mid-1946 through January 31, 1950; (b) He has worked tirelessly, 
from January 31, 1950, onward to retard the United States H-Bomb program; (c) He has 
used his potent influence against every postwar effort to expand capacity for producing 
A-bomb material; (d) He has used his potent influence against every postwar effort 

Ivy	- Mike Redwing	- Cherokee

Castle-Bravo
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directed at obtaining larger supplies of uranium raw material; and (e) He has used his 
potent influence against every major postwar effort toward atomic power development, 
including the nuclear-powered submarine and aircraft programs as well as industrial 
power projects.”33 Borden’s letter is generally accepted as the catalyst for the infamous 
1954 security hearing. 
 

Another catalyst was Teller, who is believed to have influenced Borden’s 
thinking. One historian, Priscilla McMillan, has written that As early as March 1950, 
Teller sought out Borden “to suggest that [the] slow going on the hydrogen bomb was 
Oppenheimer’s fault for discouraging men from working on the problem.” Although 
Oppenheimer was the cause celebre of the 1954 hearings, Bradbury and Los Alamos 
were, by extension, clearly on trial as well.  

 
Teller literally, and ironically, testified against Oppenheimer during the Castle 

tests of deliverable hydrogen bombs. Said Teller in response to two questions in 
particular: 
 

Question: “To simplify the issues here, perhaps, let me ask you this 
question: Is it your intention in anything that you are about to testify to, 
to suggest that Dr. Oppenheimer is disloyal to the United States?” 

Answer: “I do not want to suggest anything of the kind. I know Dr. 
Oppenheimer as an intellectually most alert and very complicated 
person, and I think it would be presumptuous and wrong on my part if I 
would try in any way to analyze his motives. But I have always 
assumed, and I now assume that he is loyal to the United States. I 
believe this, and I shall believe it until I see very conclusive proof to the 
opposite.” 

Question: “Now, a question which is the corollary of that. Do you, or 
do you not, believe that Dr. Oppenheimer is a security risk?” 

Answer: “In a great number of cases I have seen Dr. Oppenheimer act 
– I understood that Dr. Oppenheimer acted – in a way which for me 
was exceedingly hard to understand. I thoroughly disagreed with him 
in numerous issues and his actions frankly appeared to me confused 
and complicated. To this extent, I feel that I would like to see the vital 
interests of this country in hands, which I understand better, and 
therefore trust more. In this very limited sense I would like to express a 
feeling that I would feel personally more secure if public matters would 
rest in other hands.” 

 

																																																								
33 In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer, 837-838.	
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The Oppenheimer hearings placed Norris Bradbury in a difficult position. As the 
director of Los Alamos, he was responsible to the AEC, Oppenheimer’s accuser. Also, as 
the director of Los Alamos, Bradbury believed strongly that the Laboratory had 
performed its work in the best interests of the nation, particularly with respect to the 
development of the hydrogen bomb. As might be expected, he bristled at the implication 
that both he and the Laboratory were mere pawns in a political game. He was relieved 
when the AEC confirmed that: “Neither in the deliberations by the full Commission nor 
in the review of the Gray Board was importance attached to the opinions of Dr. 
Oppenheimer as they bore upon the 1949 debate within the government on the question 
of whether the United States should proceed with the thermonuclear program. In this 
debate Dr. Oppenheimer was, of course, entitled to his opinion.”34 Bradbury thanked 
Strauss for this declaration of support, saying to Strauss in an effusive letter, “May I take 
this occasion to express my strong personal appreciation of the fine stand which the 
entire Commission took with respect to the exclusion of the hydrogen bomb question in 
the Oppenheimer case. Although I have not yet had the opportunity to discuss this with 
many members of my senior technical staff, it is my impression that this exclusion meets 
with unanimous agreement and that it will go far to allaying the deep concerns which this 
affair has unfortunately aroused. It is my own belief that this action by the Commission 
goes very far towards answering the specific point brought out in the statement which the 
Commission received from a rather large number of Los Alamos personnel. It is unlikely, 
however, that they will take the occasion to say so!”35 
 
1954 – Bradbury 
 

If Bradbury thought the Oppenheimer Hearings had cleared the air about the 
hydrogen bomb, he was mistaken. Teller’s criticisms were packaged and printed in Life 
Magazine and the book, The Hydrogen Bomb. Bradbury took vehement exception to the 
Life magazine article, which said, among many other things, that Los Alamos did not 
work hard enough or fast enough to develop Mike. As Bradbury detailed in an extensive 
set of notes, “The statement regarding “dying of pure neglect” is false. The number of 
people involved in the over-all thermonuclear question has steadily increased at the Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratory since 1946. The first form of one of the ideas recently tested 
at Eniwetok was suggested at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (not by Teller) in 
1946 although no techniques to exploit it were then known. Long prior to the public 
debate of 1951, the staff of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory had been exploring all 
avenues of maintaining or increasing this country’s technical lead in both the fission and 
thermonuclear fields.” Bradbury’s comments are contained in Attachment A. 

 
As Bradbury told United States Senator Clinton P. Anderson (D-NM), “Much of 

the presently-appearing distortions of the technical history of the development of the 
thermonuclear weapon series by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory appear to center 
around the personality of Edward Teller. Unfortunately, Dr. Teller’s career can be 

																																																								
34TWX: From USAEC Washington, D.C. to USAEC Dr. Norris Bradbury, Director LASL, June 9, 1954. 
 
35	Bradbury	to	Strauss,		
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viewed in a light which is not entirely flattering, and your committee probably should be 
aware of this aspect.”  In particular, Bradbury told Anderson “that Teller was asked by 
me to remain at Los Alamos and head its theoretical work. This he declined to do on the 
basis that I could not agree to testing 12 fission weapons a year, nor could I agree to 
abandoning the fission program for the thermonuclear. He also believed, apparently, that 
Oppenheimer did not support the Laboratory and, therefore, he did not wish to associate 
himself with it. In commenting on these points, it may be noted even at the Laboratory’s 
present strength and with a continental testing site, it has only recently been possible or 
wise to test as many as 12 fission bombs a year, and that such a promise in 1946 would 
have been futile and untrue. Secondly, it may be noted that the country had but two 
extremely inefficient and bulky fission weapons in 1946, and that no way was known to 
use the output of the entire Oak Ridge plant except in gun-type weapons. To have 
diminished the emphasis of the fission field in 1946 would have placed this country 
enormously behind in numbers and flexibility of atomic weapons over the ensuing five 
years.”36 
 
 When the Hydrogen Bomb book was published, Bradbury went to great lengths to 
blunt the many issues raised by the book’s authors, including veiled comments about the 
loyalty of Laboratory staff members. As Bradbury issued a press release saying, “The 
imputation of disloyalty to that now large group of scientists and technicians who are 
fundamentally responsible for every nuclear weapon, fission and fusion, that the United 
States has in its stockpile, who are responsible for the atomic weapons leadership that 
this country presently enjoys, and who are dedicated to the continuance of this 
leadership, is a tragic, if not malevolent, thing. The motives behind these accusations of 
Los Alamos are unclear; their bases are faulty and irresponsible information necessarily 
obtained from those who do not and cannot know the classified facts; and their effect on 
the Laboratory would be wholly disheartening were it not for our knowledge that the 
facts warrant the full confidence of the Nation in our accomplishments over many years.” 
Bradbury’s full comments are contained in Attachment B.  
 
 In addition to the press release, Bradbury held a press conference hoping to 
counter the many claims in the book that Los Alamos had not done its job properly. In the 
course of the question and answer session, Bradbury summed up, in a low-key and 
slightly disingenuous fashion, the fission-fusion relationship between himself and Teller. 
Said Bradbury, “in all frankness Edward and I differed and, I presume not once but a 
number of times over the best way to administer the thermonuclear program … In 
general, Edward and I disagreed on the best way to make the most rapid progress and if 
there is irritation on that score it probably arose primarily form that source.” Despite his 
attempts to set the record straight, Bradbury’s efforts had minimal effect, changing very 
few minds about the development of the hydrogen bomb.  See Attachment C for the full 
transcript of this press conference.  
 
 
 
																																																								
36	Bradbury	to	Anderson,	September1,	1954.	
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Retrospective 
 
Although the intensity of the hydrogen bomb debate lessened after 1954, it still 

survives today, all too often in the simplistic disguise of Teller versus Oppenheimer. 
Bradbury, who even more than Oppenheimer, tussled with Teller over the development 
of the hydrogen bomb, is largely unknown. And, it was unfortunate that much of the 
hydrogen bomb debate, including the Oppenheimer hearing, took place long after the 
hydrogen bomb, itself, became a reality. Once boosting and radiation implosion were 
discovered, the hydrogen bomb was developed with remarkable speed. As Bradbury told 
the Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1969, “It would have been 
truly impossible to have stopped Los Alamos from studying, working on, and exploring 
the problem with all of the facilities available to us. One cannot tell scientists not to 
think!”		
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SepteWlber 6, 1951i-

UntTUe. Tae i.rog:ress on theI"lllOnuclear systellS never 
stopped at Loa Aluios. During the unf'ortunate public 
debate. Los Al.aaos V&3 at vork on the thermonuclear 
problem a.s veil as on the fission probleua. The debate 
did not •tesporartl.y preventn e.zcything. Los Ale.iaos vas 
alvar-; v~~ent regardi~ the necessity of vork 111 this 
field. Scientists could not have been prevented from 
thinldtl6 about the problem, and a negative presidential 
decision could only have prevented f'ull scale nuclear 
testing. 'ihe achievese:it of the H BOl!b vas the result 
or h.!!.rd vork b:r Los A.l.aaos • and not the result or the 
"defeat" or one •raction" by e.nother. 

To the best o~ our tec:h:llca.l. knovledge, the Russian 
hydroge11 device had 11. f'ar s.aller yield than our ovn 
systez.s and ~oyed a fairly primitive the:nnonuclear 
prtnc1p1e. firs-t usted snccessfull;y, although v1 th 

_other ~terials, b7 Lo6 Ala.as in an exper1went at 
E.nlvetok in 1951. 

.. Subrt.a:itia.l share• or the credit is poor report1Dg of 
accc:epllshlllenta over zan:r years in both the !ission and 
thenaonuclear fields vhich resulted in a Presidential 
Citation to the Laboratory this year - a fact Uill!lentioned 
in the article although it vaa the first such citation 
ever a._rded to an:r laboratory. 

'!'hat 1:M United States h.s.s H Boabs in deliverable forin 
toda.:r is probably d~ far l90re to the persistent and 
guper-~ efforts of the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory than it. is t.o the dubious -paternity of Teller. 
ilitll one exception, every nuclear test v1th vh1ch Teller 
bas been directly as~ociated and responsible bas been a 
teclm!utl. failure, and no s;ystem vhicl\ he has prClllo~ed 
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1nde~ndently of Los AlYK>S bas so far been vorth stock
piling. 

No. 2 

The sute!2ent regarding "dying or pure neglect" is f'alae. 
The nuoal:er or people iIXTolved in t.he over-all thenao
nucle&r que11ti1X1 has steadily increased at the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laborato17 siru::e l~. The firGt forw. of ore 
ot the idea.a recentl.J' tested at Eniwetok. vaa suggested at 
the Los Al~ Scientltic Laboni.to17 (not b7 Teller) in 
1946 although no techniques to exploit it were then knOYD • 
LoDg prior to the unf'artUJJllte public debate or 1951, the 
~ of the Lo6 Alamos Scientific wborato17 had teen 
e~orl~ a1.l avenues or -intainlng or incre&aing this 
coUlltQ'• technical lead in both the tission and t.herco
m.ttlear flel~s. 

The ke7 1.ngredient or i!-Borab develo.-ent is probabl.J' not 
Teller but h.ard, patient vork b7 ~ people 11.t Los Alamos. 
Ravever, this is ne<:esS&rily a matter of opinion. 

Hydrogen eo.b& and fission bombs are not made b7 "order of 
-.gn!tllde guesses• and bJ" "'calcul.ationa that are ~t quite 
acc:m"&~·. era.sh~ that depend upon this sort of 
theoretical bac~ i'all - as the three experi-uts of 
the LiT~re Laboratoq b.aTe .failed under Teller's 
direction became the wort vas neither sufficiently de
tailed, patiexrt,DOr accurate • 

. Teller's insistence in 1951 va.s on a "crash progra:n" of 
his .:ivn definition. To •;:mke mlsta..1tes rapidly"_ in the 
develo;uent or t!ie K:::~ shot co-.ild have set the therteo
n:.icl~ prcgra3 'b&~k ten ye~rs. Tests in this field re
q•i!re ~t.t.s o~ zirepa.~t!on by the Los Ala:oos Scientific 
.Labor3.to=-J", the ft2::;, ~ the Arz~ Forces. Had the first 



. A the. u~: 
y~ty of 0U(':lgo, ..-bae he taught for. scver;J yr.u .. his fellow pbyY 

a-J.s15 now measure e-nth~ in '"Tcllt'rs," wi th Tdler ~lI. r 
~a,-,e, OOng the _b.Js i~ mtcri.on wmparable to th rtlocity of li,;bL 
~of eathwia.;m are mfa'>nml in millionthc0 ,,f ''Ttllen." ..-..lied 
"~c ro-T d.ittS.. •• 

• 

test tailed, the resultlng congrees~onal clamor vould 
ba~ ~n de!l.!'ening. 

1io. 3 

It probably did not occur to e! ther the author or his 
edito::-s that this st.ataient va.s not necessartly lnte!rled 
as a CCXfPli~nt to Teller. 

'!h~ I<h!loso?llY of 'Ieller during the v:i.r has :systified 
san:r people. Had he bea._n villing to tUl'll his sttention 
to fission boabs, they aight bATe been developed months 
es.rlit-r and the war ecled that 'IZUCh soouer. In this 
!~e, st ler · his fsnatical obsession vorked to 
~ !:mediate de--..ri~t of this country's objectives. 



• 

• E.\RL Y in, lWli he cllt'd a hi..~~ of t1tt- ki.~ ~of I.he 
lo5 Ah1no:s sWr 10 :;~ for ~fll :ill lb.it he ;md b., li-"'>

ci3tes h.JJ lt:im'ed---:.1 D!tt~ ltlown_ :15 """Th<t F"ID:l.i Crmff'N11tt on 
the .Supe-r.~ 

Wo. 4 

Re311lrts or this nature haTe c:h.aracterized Teller (&nd 
TDC) a1nce the var. In the February 25, 19~6 issue of 
T19e ~1ne, Teller 1s quoted as saying, "The situation 
~ere,'" (1-0SAla.-os) "vas 'cataatrOllhlc'. Onl:yahandf'ul 
or scientists re.tined .••• • This statement vas made 
a.rter Teller had persona1ly decided to leave. He vas then 
activelJ" recruiting and ~e:i,ting a:rzong younger 
Los .Uamoa ecientists, attempting to persuade them to 
leaTe Los A.laaos 9.lld c~ to the University of Chicago 
vb.ere be va.s then attached. He "Vas succe!lfl!ul in a nll!llber 
~ instances. The quoted state":Dent vas, of course, 
cOlilpletely untrue. The situation '11&8 not cata11troph1c 
&l.Uiough. it was difficult in the i?:aediate post-var period. 
W~rt.beless a ~r of loyal scientists vere vorldng 
diligently to lP.ll.ld a pe~t, strong and vigorous 
1.aboratory. The Laboratory lt.sel! vas preparing f'or the 
31!d.n1 tesu vh1ch vere successt'ul.ly ca.rried 01At. 'The 
actions or Teller, his p~:Qting, and his state111ents 
vere iJXY"idious, con!'using and disheartening. They vere 
r.ot the actions or the stat.esteuts of a Sll.ll deteI'1llined 
that t.h!s r.atiou shoW.d hs.ve tbe best possible ata.ic 
veapc:u labo~tory. 

'fhere --re a 11!lllber of' cou!erences on the theoretical__..-- / 
pro';)lf.'25 or the so-called super 'bomb during 19~.---rhe 
first ~ called during Apr11 or that year - not b:y Teller 
but by the Los Alamos Scientific !Aboratory. i"' U ~ 
c ·m•· JMKea ..... lleld d·MJillt8 Mt:• • w r. Jfone vas ever 
cal.led the '"n:oal• con.ference, e.nd any such interpretation 
'Zl.St !la.ve e:tl&~~ in Teller's mnd : 

~ 
)..C.I 
~ 



• 

• 

. ,, , . ,._. - ~~ ... - .,,. 
Arni in IXlid-1948 ,ho "tflO '"J . • ~'' we ~oisld ~to be 
infa1ua1ed·witb lhe - tlUS ~ momttr, RU55ia. ••• 
We IXIU.Sl wor~fo.r. so~thiDg. We 111_un work for world .go'."e'ln· 
1D61l ••• [!llld) coneftl l r.ile· for' the nme bcing on establlihiog :s 
comnlt>!l go~t·with our fritnc.lu:nd po1e>ntUI ~·~ 

Ne,-efthel19, '-he opti.ntism he profcs.Kd _, quali6ed with pri· 
Tale fars. £,..en during lhe wv he h.icl mlitrwta.l lhe R~ 
Th~n: ..,...tte ~tories his pirenrs told of oceam of IXltn sweep~ 
ac~ the fronlier·d~ World Wu I. dying .and md1C56ly ~ 
pliaM Thoe naliYe ~udice ~ whei1~ ye1! up and l:Ill\"~ in 
the 'World, EJd.; be rttalli. he ~ru Sonct C-mnnimi as "an 
~riment of intm:st <Wd • ibly of some meriL'' But the puroc: 
rm.ls d6ill.m ned bun. • 

!fo. 5 

The3e are curlOWI stateoe.nts. Te.lier begin.a to sound 11 ke 
cm.e of the long parade of ":r~fonaed" C~wrlsts. llothing 
so r-.rkable (for it.a t.iae) u the md-1948 statement vas 
CTeD attributed to ~nhei-.er. 

Teller prob&~ did return to Los Alsmos of his ovn choice, 
but he required the AEC to ma)re a ~1al plea to the 
OniTerSity of Ch1<:8£1, and at one time eftn a3ked that t~ 
PresideJXt request that he do so. Teller's entl:.usian f'or 
vort.Ing on at~c t-c.bs ba.s on1y recenU7 been strong 
~to carry out on his own. In 19116 when he thought 
Oppeiihe.iaer was dubious, he was unvilling to cOlllllit hlm
selr on his ovn beliefs. Scaeone else alvaJ"S had to take 
the lead • 

The •SllpC.r"" -.s i::.eTer •rejected". 'fhe general debate ._s 
OTe: ~ .aeanlngl~ss and u.>:ief'inable vords •crash program" • 

It has be1!n suggi"sted that this V!!S because of Oppenheil!ier•s 
pres~ TI.evs on the ther.onuclear deTelo}:llent. At least 
in :!OBC cs..ses, it is kncnm that ti..e basis vas a purely 
persooal. d1slncllcat1on to vork llQJ'W21.ere near Teller. 



• 

. Tht"il"' ..-~~ !n:?-tai.:.aJ tli....._ 
<'OU~t·ml"n:. loo: s--ATie of the o!':Utitt C':lkuL1ti M <'r ~IN 
mar<' 1horo~hl! J.ml pul I.be bole proj :t in Joubt. £: ni a Yl<U' 
Lit ·r. when the first ''thenuoauck.ir ~i~~ r.as 11~ dUng lh 
1~1 u • u.nd .!-OIJIC0<1e.uicdT"I«. "Will it ,.-or\?" he tu.I -
mil lh I ht:JiJn•t hiov. "Bcn ",.OUd)ifo·i ~"' LW:fi..-e T'N.~ ~ -

the 'JllH ti .u i:_r poiolcd O<IL -;;rue." Tdkr aru-vunl..
0 

"bot nov 
"e ,f.oa't l:now on mueb bdttr grounds." 

~forro\·u, Hm if th~ .. driice., wor\~. tbt're .. is 11 1'3.'C' in 
;~hr of J h'loping i.l Ui!'Oi' ... it.il.ly pr.icti.;-ahle ...-ap::m. Onliil.·~ 
b~Jrogrn 4l<>m5, .:1.hhQQ&b the-.- f~ in tl:.e ~- Cl.lln..> ~ m.iJe 
lo J • !-< un.kr m· ronditioos iu.uruble OQ euth. Tdin'~ o::Jlnth
tfor in h-C>J the l.'S<! of ~ 'nc.n-y- (.H'm.i of bydrc>§<m 

ft'!.} dtult"rium a.nJ lririurn, .mJ th~ had to k kept l.iq..-flial 
~- me.in~ f ('WD1'.-l'SU<Jle ffi~rali ll ~po:<OL The rr;.olt '-

! . J. ~ WD a con1r.1ption," u oW<-nhcima- ki' =1l«i iL 
· bar~ • • aj_~..sasri<:d i!i a_.s!iip·:s b J anJ ihw •"O<lm .J.bl! f;.,,. 
u.'"' ~Q4W.$ 1 <'tltmy pora.. i;;, ...-hith >n.s too b~ ! <> f:.: cu.~ in 
oJ.D ;u.rJ'l~e built or ;ibruu:d. 

Dr-. :\oc;i; 
Br.vlhun-. Jm.-ct•'I' .,f ~ -~ -~ ~ J:i,~ h~ ~ tnl 
a e.~u~l\~ n ><lte-lul~ for -~-~ u th .. n.:..- Joe'l'i:cr "-h .-• .J<..., 
f\3ro~ ... bicb 10 tlieca ~ c~~ bot I T d!Cf' ~~l much 
to..1 ro~«er..-:J.tin·. · · ·· 

No. 6 

Tile~ ls an illlders~ndable technical c~nfusion here. The 
p..-a..::t!cal. perfon:ance of the thermonuclear deTice 
originally~ as a •super-baab• be::a.me increasingly 
dub!v-.!Jl vi th the pass.age or time and more re fl ned 
ca.kul!!.tions 3!'1.de by betU!r calculating 1!!18.Chinery. The 
first t.he::"90Imclear e.--c:pertment in 1951 had nothing to do 
vith a '"device,. or a veapon. It vas an at~t to see if 
a l.llli ~ t!l.eraonuclear re&ction could be produce-<! under 
t.he only candtt.!ons vh1ch seemed at the time to be relevant 
to 1Urther pursuit or t.he fundamental probl-. The ther.110-
~clear ~ction va.s itself coapletely tr1V1.al and, in 
accord&a~ vi th expectations, produced less than 0.011' c£ 
t!l.e total energy released. Since it had no relation to 
a ~.apoa, it vould !::&TI! beeo. nonsensical to carry it in 
a ship's hold or anyidl.ere else. In contrast, the MIKE 
den~ c:· 1952 vhich relied upo:-t a different approach 
::'r= that vhich s~ the only line o!' attac!t vhen the 
1951 experl3l~t vas designed, ll.ight have bee:i used in 
the r'a.s.hion described. }.s is pointed out else"Vhere, 
'relle:- had =thing to do Yith the ectual design of the 
l~~...er S]'8te:a. 

'!'n.e f1eld il:I. vbic:h Ole:: vas vortdng Y!ls directly related 
to t.t.e s ... bsequent Teller suggestion. If Teller 1 s the 
father of the K-~1>, then Uln::. ehould at least be given 
~e credit !'or putting the glealll in his eye, u· not for 
describing to him the actual facts of life. 

T'ne design and co.'lStruction ~chedule (not ,.production") 
i:ie=r s~ to Yl,.VUDe "efficient". It vas a :Md rush 
fl'Ol:1 begln:lln.g to end. One f!n&lly modified component VB.IS 

~t~ly shipped by ur :f'roa Les Al!l.lllOs less than a ve-elt 
before tile :ich.ed:tled. sho~ date. Inciden~Uy, vhlle it is 
00-1 a!lo<:!ent hls tor.1, as the sched'.tled date approached there 
'ln!.8 ,;reat •a~illgU)n conBternatio~ that it W!UI so close to 
elect1oa day. Ma.n7 individuals •"ho, a year be!ore had been 
arging ~hu..-rT' IlO"J U.."""ged '"Vltlt a vhllen ! Du.e in part to 
t~e insi s~ce or the IJ.SL ! t \;as shot on sched'.tle. 



"h ~ tru~ t~1 I 
~ the fath .. r in the bjo~ ~<.c that I performed a nn.~...an
funclion and let !!:!lure ~ lli cou:-e-

• 

• 

, f ,L.,.L th :-t .. ., ,. . .. m 'ctr, u . 
Fol!o..-ini; the SU«~ , .. o:-. c_ II . J 

.. .J ' f .. t . •u ' " • " "''""' .m tnainh · ;it LI» Alamo."- lo 31mr• Y ' rons r.1< ' the ,\ .bomb 
. to tic\· lop it into a f:amily of 'IC ea.pons. C<'Wl"n blC' tu • . 
foin ily. This h~ b..-en e'ntirdy ~uL'l'<'S$fu l . 

The vord •DZLture" aight better and Mere truth!'ully be 
replaced by •hard vor~ at Los Alamos". 

'?his state.ent is almost claissic in its avoidance of clarity 
vhile still being atrlctly truthrul.. .\ much siirpler state
aent vould :!ia~ been: "Follovlng the success or its ~IKE 
shot, Los Ala.a& successf'ully simplified its construction 
am de...-eloped a flUlily of ve~pona comparable to ~ A-bOl!lh 
faally." 

T'"nis stat~nt ts no-: true. Teller had been sent to 
~ All!l9:ls by Liverw.ore on their beh.al:f. He vsa not helpino 
the 1-0S A1imos S<:1ent1f1c Lsboratory on • sti 11 more and 
c.ever vea~ probl~·. Indeed, his pr11111lry preoccu-pation 
durizig his T1sit ~ vith his relation to the Oppenhei•er 
case aDll l:!O one recalls bearing him. di!lcuss anything else. 
fiis Is probably understandable • 
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LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY 

of the 
University of California 

LIBR 'h.'S 

PROPER
1

rY L' ',, 
Technical Information Office 
Los Alamos 2-6811 

September 24, 1954 ~~~;' 

NOTE TO EDITORS: The following statement was made by Norris E. 
Bradbury, Director of the University of California's 
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, at the beginning 
of a press conference held in his office at 9:15 a. m., 
MDT, onFriday, September24, 1954. 

.. 

. , In late 1945 a small group of courageous and loyal scientists and technicians 
undertook to continue the post-war operation of the Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory.· These men believed that atomic weapons development had 
barely begun, that other countries would develop such weapons, and that 
the safety and security of the United States--if not of the world--depended 
upon the technical lead of this country. These men had the courage to stay 

·· at Los Alamos in the face of an·uncertain future. The Atomic Energy 
Commission did not then exist. Job offers from universities and industry 
poured in upon them. Their home-towns seemed preferable to the strange 
surroundings of an i~olated military post. The most s enior scientists of 
the war days felt tha t their responsibilities required their return to their 
university posts. Younger men were leaving to return to school or other 
jobs. But some men stayed--and built a laboratory. _ 

These men did not make d~mands nor require promises. These men stayed 
and built the greatest weapons laboratory this country has ever known. 
These men stayed and developed t he greatest array of powerful and flexible 
atomic weapons of any .country in the world .... developed them faste r, 
developed them where they we re urgently needed and reque sted by the 
Armed Forces ... . developed them to fit the productive resources of the 
newly e stabli shed Atomic E nergy Commission. They stayed and built a 
laboratory that developed EVERY SUCCESSFUL THERMONUCLE AR WEAPON 
THAT EXISTS T ODAY . Others left, but these men stayed and worked, and 
many o thers came to join them. 

Vvha t these men accomplished cannot be told in detail, for these fa cts are 
clas sified TOP SECRET. These men do not talk. They be l ieve i n deed s , 
not words. But these deeds earned for the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
the only Presidential C i tation ever awarded to any laboratory for its 
extraordinary success in the development of both fission and fus ion weapons , 
and its contribution to the collective security of the Nation and the free world. 

I 
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I 
What these men accomplished was this: They built a laboratory from 1200 
employees in 1946 to 3, 000 employees in 1954. They br~ught back many 
of the senior wartime staff members as consultants, frequently for months 
at a time. They worked and thought and had ideas. In the fission weapons 
field, they advanced development from the few primitive wartime weapons 
to weapons enormously more powerful; to weapons enormously c.heaper; to 

I weapons so enormously more efficient tha} only a small fraction of the 
bomb load, and a small fraction of the number of planes, and a small 
fraction of the cost in fissionable material were required. They multiplied 

I 
the atomic capability of this country in so many ways that not even billions 
of dollars spent in active material production would have been equivalent. 

Nor was the Laboratory idle in the thermonuclear field. The wartime 
efforts of a small group of men in the Laboratory were summarized in 

I 
the 1946 conference. Later in that year, the basic idea for one of the 
pre sent patterns of thermonuclear weapons arose, although no way to 
exploit it effectively could then be seen. An elaborate program of basic 
re search, both theoretical and experimental, was undertaken in order to 
provide both the necessary fundamental data for the basic calculations as 
to whether the "super" bomb would work at all, even if it could be ignited. 

. THERMONUCLEAR WORK NEVER STOPPED. Basic nuclear data was 
obtained, TOP SECRET theoretical studies on thermonuclear processes 

•were carried out, the great electronic brain, the Maniac, was being 
1 
built with such calculations in mind, and simultaneously the necessary 
practical studies of materials and potential engineering problems were 
conducted. All this is in the official record of the Laboratory's work 
during the period from 1946 to 1951. Thermonuclear work grew as the 
Laboratory grew. By 1949 the design and understanding of fission bombs 
had proceeded far enough to permit studies of their application to thermo
nuclear systems to be undertaken. Even before the Russian Bomb was 

I fired, the Laboratory was working on the detailed design of an experiment 
employing thermonuclear principles which would answer some (but far 
from all) of the basic questions regarding thermonuclear systems. Still 
later events suggested the addition to the Greenhouse program of even a 
more elaborate experimental approach. In March 1950 the Laboratory 
went, on its own volition, on a 6 day week for almost 3 years to speed 
its developments while it was further expanding its scientific staff. 

Had the Laboratory attempted to exploit the thermonuclear field to the 
exclusion of the fission field in 1946, what would have happened? Hypo
thetical history can only be an educated guess, but the guess in this case 
is almost certain. The fission weapons stockpile would have been but a 
fraction .of its present size. The essential fission techniques required for 
practical the rmonuclear weapons would not have bee n developed. Discour
agement would have nagged at those who worked in a field without the mean s 

' 
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for practical accomplishment, and the program- -and the Laboratory- -

might have died. 

Rather than delaying the actual accomplishment of thermonuclear weapons, 
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has, by its insistence on doing 
necessary things first, demonstrably provided the fertile soil in which the 
first feasible ideas could rapidly grow, and demonstrably did develop such 
weapons, and probably, but not demonstrably, did so years ahead of any 
other course which could have been pursued with the facilities and people 
available. Technically, the development of fusion weapons is so inextri
cably allied with and dependent on the development of fission weapons, 
that great success in the former had to follow success in the latter. 

The assertion that the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory was reluctant 
to work in the field of thermonuclear weapons is false. Although the 
thermonuclear program is referred to in every program of the Laboratory 
from 1945 on, some statements are of particular significance. 

In a TOP SECRET letter to the Atomic Energy Commission dated 
December 9, 1949, three months after the Russian explosion, the Laboratory 
stated over the signature of N. E. Bradbury: 

''We propose to augment to the greatest extent possible the 
effort devoted to research on the problem of attaining a nuclear 
reaction involving the light elements. The goal of this effort 
will be an experimental test. ... " 

The goal stated, of course is classified , but was attained even earlier than 
we then believed possible. In another section of the same letter the 
statement is made: 

"The importance of these questions (thermonuclear) makes, 
in our opinion, an understanding and test of the basic phenomena 
at the fastest practic a ble rate imperative. Then, and only then 
can the many issues be resolved without rec ourse to hypothesis 
or wishful thinking. 11 

In another letter to the AEC dated November 17, 1950, over the signature 
of N. E. Bradbury, the Laboratory' s position was stated unequivocally: 

" .. . . the importance of arriving at firm conclusions 
regarding the application of these or other potential 
thermonuclear techniques to military use t:r'lakes it imper
ative that vigorous work be cont inued in this field. 11 

The letter, class if ied TOP SE CRET, went on to g ive several pages of 
description. 

I 
' 
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At every stage from 1946 to the present time, the fission and fusion programs-
both in basic research and in practical application--were pursued. with the 
maximum appropriate emphasis, with care, with precision, and with success. 
What "might have been" is idle speculation. What would have happened to 
World War II if the Manhattan District had started work in 1939? 

The imputation of disloyalty to that now large group of scientists and 
technicians who are fundamentally responsible for every nuclear weapon, 
fission and fusion, that the United States has in its stockpile, who are 
responsible for the atomic weapons leadership that this country presently 
enjoys, and who are dedicated to the continuance of this leadership, is a 
tragic, if not malevolent, thing. The motives behind these accusations 
of Los Alamos are unclear; their bases are faulty and irresponsible 
information necessarily obtained from those who do not and cannot know 
the classified facts; and their effect on the Laboratory would be wholly 
disheartening were it not for our knowledge that the facts warrant the 
full confidence of the Nat ion in our accomplishments over many years. 

-0-
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i Following is the text of an unclassified letter written to Norris E. Bradbury. 
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I 
I 

Director, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, by Lewis L. Strauss, 
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission: 

"September 22, 1954 

"Dear Norris: 

" When we spoke on the telephone last week and discussed the 
forthcoming book by Shepley and Blair, which the authors had 
submitted to the Commission for security clearance , I told you 
t hat I had had no more influence to prevent its appearance than 
I have been able to exercise in respect to articles which have 
appeared attacking me untruthfully. 

"The r e should be no doubt in your mind, however, that the 
C ommission estimate of the Los Alamos Laboratory, long under 
your able direction, is properly reflected in the recent and unique 
Presidential Citation to the Laboratory which I recommended to 
t he President and which he saw fit to award. 

"Sincerely, 

(Signed) 

"Lewis L. Strauss" 
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DR. NORRIS E. BRADBURY: 

Good morning. There is a great deal of peraphernalia scattered about 
the room. This is not because the aession is at all formal--in fact, 
it is my hope .it will be quite informal, and that we can discuss things 
within the limit's of classification and security as much as you have 
time f'or. However we do want to keep a record or what was said, and 
what you said in some cases, juat because these things are good to 
maintain and someone else might be interested in them sometime. 

This business of' having a press conference ls something quite unusual 
for Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. As a matter of fact, this 
morning is the second occasion on which I have ever been involved iu 
any press conference here. The first one was back in late 1945 or 
early 1946, shortly after I took over this job and at that time I 
didn't actually call it. I think it was called by the local com
manding officer. That was eight years ago. This morning we're having 
the second. You will therefore find me somew~at unskilled in the arts 
of press conferences, but we can make up for that I think by being 
informal. 

The reason for the conference this morning is, as I think all of you 
are aware, quite specific. Ordinarily the Laboratory does not talk 
about its program, does not talk about its accomplishments, does not 
try to take credit for these accomplishments. This is in accordance with 
the requests of the Atomic Energy Commission, and with the policy and 
with the philosophy of the Laboratory. However, there has recently 
appeared a rather extraordinary document by a pair of relatively 
unknown individuals, in which such extraordinary and fantastic comments, 
imputations, speculations about Los Alamos and its activities, its 
accomplishments, and its people are made, that I felt that we could 
not rely upon our traditional "no comment" and that it was important 
for you~ as representatives of the press, and for the Laboratory that 
the f'acts in this particular matter be set forth and set forth cor
rectly insofar as they can be within the requirements of the Atomic 
Energy Commission personnel and news personnel. 

Generally speaking, all newsmen would like to writP. an interestin~ 
and newsworthy story. On the other hand, the loyal citizen with access 
to classified information is in an impossible position. He· cannot 
talk about those things which might be exciting but which are classified. 
The only people therefore who can talk, basically, are people who do 
not know the facts, who imagine the facts, who speculate and surmise, 
who depend upon leaks, rumors and information that may or may not be 
malevolently inspired. To rebut this is extraordinarily difficult in 
many cases. It is very much as if I picked out one of you and said, 
"You are a Communist," and you said 11 ! am not," and I said "Prove it, 11 

and you'd find it extraordinarily difficult to do. In exactly the 
same sense the accomplishmer.ts of the laboratory are Top Secret, and 
when they are impugned there is no way to drag out the record and say, 
"Here are the- facts." In talking to you this morning, and in the 
statement we have handed out, there are some aspects of the Blair-Shepley 
document--they are not classified--that are equally malicious and 
equally false. Some of these, a few of them, I propose to deal with 
on a point by point basis, so that you can get a fla,ror of the general 
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accuracy of the document in other areas ~here I will be forced to say 
"I'm sorry I can't talk" because -the information is classified. 

Now a few words about the prepared statement whlch already is in your 
hands or will be given to you shortly. !': is, I am afraid it w11~ seem 
to you, a somew~at emotional statement. I wrote it and I think you must 
understand in part why it may be somewhat emotional. Los Alamos has 
been my life f0'· ""'~n years. When this community, when this Lagoratory, 
when the peopJ. ,~ ;~ '\.JI>. are attacked in this extraordinary and unwar
ranted fashim1, ~ ~avJt basis -and without foundation, I think you can 
understQnd th~ ~ I ~~~ct to this, to these accusations, in something 
more than P. c&lin fashion. In any event if the statement i!j emotional, 
I apologize for it, and we can ~ow n~oceed as calmly as you wish in the 
course of this meeting. 

Turning to the Shepley-3la1r document itself, let me make a few general 
comments. I assume most of you have had access, in fact if you hadn't 
you wouldn't be here, to the particular maga~ine in which the book was 
excerpt~d. Actually the b~ok itself has only laot night gotten into 
my hands, and I have had no more than an opportunity to thumb through 
it. As far as I can tell, es5entially all of the sensational and may 
I say mis-statements appear in the maga~ine, and the text of the book 
itself contains essentially, again as far as I can tell in a hasty 
reading, only miscellaneous material which has been drawn from 
essentially published sources. The editors of the ·magazine have, I 
suppose, naturally drawn the more sensational, more controversial 
statements and passages and chapters from the book and printed them. 
So I think if we confine om· discussions this morning to the magazine-
I have copies and I assume you have--we can go through it in as much 
detail as you wish. 

One other point that I \·sould like to make about my comments, and your 
questions, and my replies: I would like to confine myself to matters 
which have to d6 with either me, people at Los Alamos, or Los Alamos 
affairs. There are a great many situations, incidents and discussions 
in the book, and in the magazine, which have to do with events and 
people with which I was not directly connected. I would like to :mve 
my remarks differ from those of the authors. I propose to talk 
strictly about those things which I know directly, personally and 
!'actually. I would prefer not to comment on matters which get beyond 
my immediate interest and knoHledge. With this introduction, let T:le 
turn to the article itself and draw your attention if I may to some 
typical, if rather triv~al points. 

The first one that I would like to discuss because it is trivial, and 
happens to be totally unclassified, adds a sort of a flavor to the 
general document. This appears in a footnote on the bottom of Page 103. 
The text, incidentally, as you are well aware, is liberally sprinkled 
with footnotes, 7 presume to give an impression of detail~d technical 
accuracy. It's - ~ - :;fortunate that such a large fraction of these footnotes 
seem to be totally ~~lse. This particular footnote starts out by saying 
that "Los Alamos po:· ·~·onn.el who supervised the preparation of the movie 
were careful to see t · L-9. t no scene$ inc 1 uded Edward Teller,'' and so on. 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

· l 
I 
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r.et's look at that statement in detail because it's a trivial :-·et1.._'\rk, 
and tt happens to be false in almost every word. In the first pla~e, 
there are indeed movies made under the auspices of the Joint Task 
Force, documentary films, for each of the operations. These are 
ordinarily classified, highly Qla3sified, but in this partic~lar caae, 
the case of the Mike operation, a releasable version was prepared from 
the original film. Los Alamos personnel did not supervise either the 
ireparation of the original Top Secret document, nor the preparation 
0f the released version. The former, script and all, wae prepared by 
.in Air Force sub~idiary of the Joint •rask Force-;- Lookout Mountain 
Laboratory. The script was read here for let's say technical, I 
won't quite say technical accuracy, but to see that no serious technical 
misstatements were made, and that was the limit of our contact with it. 
We had no control over what wa~ . in the film other than from the point 
of view of technical accuracy. 

The part of the film referred to was taken in this roo~. The tatle 
which is in front of you was actually facing the other way, and I was 
standing over there, Perhaps as some of you are aware, in the oute:t• 
office there are pictures of a number of people prominent in the atomic 
energy work here during the war. Among those pictures are pictures of 
Edward Teller and Mr. Oppenheimer. They were there then, they are 
there now. One of the Air Force technicians, I presumed, as I had no 
knowledge of this, took the pictu~e from the wall there and put it up 
here to lend an attractive ba~kground. ·They didn't like the atomic 
bomb pictures in the background and thought ~r. Teller would look 
better, I presume. I was not in the room during the course of the 
morning, and had no idea of what wa~ being set up on the stage. It 
109ked worse, incidentally, with lights and cameras, than it looks now. 
Mr. Teller himself at the time of the taking of that picture had left 
Los Alamos several months before. He wasn't here. He had nothing to 
do with the Mike shot. Why should' he have been in· the ptcture? He 
was a thousand miles away, or farther, and the picture, the scenes, 
were taken here where the Mike shot had been designed and prepared 
and by whom it was fired. There was no deliberate omission. It simply 
was not part of the picture. 

In a previous story, in a previous picture ori Operation Greenhousa, 
when similar documentaries were made--this one was classified and never 
released--Edward Teller was here at that time and extensive scenes, 
showing Mr. Teller describing let's say basic principles, were included. 
This p~rticular scene (referred to in the paragraph above) survived 

· final e<.liting though the released version was dealt a few e;~ciscs. A 
typical example of snide reporting and writing over a situation which 
had no basis, no real basis in fact or fancy. 

Let me invite your attention to another, an~ perhaps rather more un
pleasant piece of writin~, again somewhat characteristic of the 
tecbnique or this article. Thi$ one appears on Page 96. Again a 
footnote. We can deal with the text later on if you.wish. In the 
footnote, roughly in the left-hand column in the middle o·f the page, 
there appears a statement: 11 In Washington, Congressmen who asked the 
question of the AEC, who on the Los Alamo~ staff is working full time 
on the Super, were never able to get an answer" and so on. Then they 
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i~o on to uay ·l;ln: ~ ··,.::1ie roster of tlleoretlc ians at the weaponG labo·t·a tory 
actually decllned during 1950. :. 'rhe latter statement I would like to 
deal with first, because it is purely and simply false. 

Let me give you the numbers of theoreticianB at the Laboratory aa a. 
f~nction of time. Theoreticians arc hard to describe. ·There are 
theoreticians who, let us say, are capable of originating ldcns, . . 
origlnatin6 problems, carrying out broad nrens qf scientific theoret~~al 
investigation. Haturally to assisJ; .ther.1. a supportlng stnff of mathe
matiriians artd computers is required. I 1 ll talk about both. I'll talk 
first about theoreticians in the bro~dest and purest scnnc. The idea 
men--the people \·lhc have the ideas, \'/ho work tbem out, provJ.c.le the 
directions in which the laboratory is golnr;. In 1946, our lou point 
afte~ the war, ~hen it was being suggested that the Los Alamos 
Scientific Iaboratory fire 12 - bombs a year, we had 8 theoreticians. 
In i91~7 1 12. In 191~8, 11~; in 1949, 22; in 1950, 35i ir1 l'.)51, J15, 
at~d so on up to so:ncthing of the order of 60 no\'1. '.:.'he number never 
declined. These people in' turn were supported by between two und 
three times a3 rr.any technh~al staff, computor3 r.md r.i<.u;hernatician3. 
In 19l~6 the entire theoretical division compri3cd 23 people. A fine 
time to start a test proBram of 12 bombs a year! Indeed we were 
unable to reach a senai~le firing number approaching ~hat until 
roughly 1951 and frora then on. At the precent time the totnl stc.ff 
or the theo1·etical division nUT:1bers around 160 people. The p<!rt~cular 
statement then, is delibe~atcly and specifically faloe. 

Turning ta the first part of the footnote, -- Mr. Wheeler UG nn example. 
Indeed Mr. \'!heeler came to Los 1\lar.ios on a leave oi' abnencc fop a year. 
He then thought, ar.d we concuri-•ed; that he could do more for us :tf' he 
returned to Princeton, toolc a contract with us, and obta1.ned the part
time services of many graduate students in Physics who were available 
to him there, and were not available here. So Prof. ~heeler rct~rned 
to Princeton, took a contract with us, which we paid for, which we 
supported, which we directed, and his rczulta were reported back to 
us, and by this technique added a considerable number to the staff of 
people working on the thermonuclear program. Again the statement ~.n 
a literal sense la true, but the implication is false. Nordheim, 
again. was here for a year but returned time and ti~e ag~in, uurnrn~rs 
for consulting, and so on--the contlnuing contact--in contact ncH, 
in contact then. Von l{etimann, \·rho it sale\ was in and out, huf> bce!1 
a conaultant of this Laboratory :Jince 191~4, not just nt that tlr ~ c l:ut 
regularly. He is a consultant now, he was a consultant then. Ee 
spends a: great deal of tir.ie here. He has a Breat nany other respon
sibilities in the national scene. 

Let ne turn to another curious piece of illogic. On Pa~e 97, e.t the 
bot tom of the page, we . read 1,,he statement, ''The staff of the: 
Labo1,atory was busily eq;agecl in preparations for the forthcor.1in[; 
~evada test, and could find aome justification for its unwillingness 
to get involved in 'l1elle1• 1s \'l'ork. '' 

HODER'l, ~:CK:Im·IBY: Excuse me, Dr'. IJradbury, \·Jherc is that'? 
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DR. BRADBURY: 

On Page 97, left-hand column, near the ooecom or the page, the next to 
last paragraph. The key words are ''unwillingness to get involved 1n 
•reller 'a work." But 10 lines farther on, on the top of the next 
column, Dr. Alvarez is saying it would cause so much disruption if we 
stopped the thermonuolear work at Los Alamos because people there are 
so heavily involved in it. , The authors failed to see the extraordinary 
contrast between what tb_ey were saying just 10 lines apart. 

One of ~he more unpleasant statements appears on Page 94. Near the 
bottom cf the page, left-hand column. This is a very extraordinary 
statement about Los Ala.mos being "soft " on Communism. Los Alamos 
''loaded with Communists and former Communists," "Loaded 11 is the word. 
Let's examine the facts, because these facts are known to you. They 
are unclassified facts. Everyone knows of Fuchs. How did Fuchs 
come to Los Alamos? He was sent by the British, approved by the United 
States Government, approved by the Army. Approved by no one at Los 
Alamos, nor d1sapproved--1t waa not our business. Greenglass: sent 
to Los Alamos by the United States Army, neither approved nor disap
proved by anyone at Los Alamos. The two Communists, the two Communists 
at that time . Now the former Communists. You know these people, too. 
I trust you will do them no disservice, since I mention their names, 
but I want you to i<now the facts. David Hawkins: Instructor at the 
University of C~'lifornia, worked at Los Alamos in the Personnel Office, 
not a Communist at the time he was here. To everyone's knowledge 
who knew him, a honest, hard-working, lqyal citizen, against whom no 
one has ever made a traitorous accusation. 

Mr. "A. 11 I would lil<e to call him Mr. "A." He is referred to in a 
long incident in the next column. I would like to come back to this 
incident later. I would like to call him Mr. "A" for the moment, 
because his name as far as I know ha8 not been bandied about in the 
public press although doubtless it may be known to anyone who seeks 
1 t. Mr. ..,.,_, II I I 11 call him, had been a Communist JI had become fed up 
with the lies and pretense of the association, abandoned all con
nection, and again had been a loyal, diligent, and hard-working 
citizen at Los Alamos, for four years. Against him no one had then 
made, or has y~t made, any accusation of disloyalty. 

One final individual, Frank Oppenheimer, again a short time at Los 
Alamos, left shortly after the war, again a former Communist, again 
one against whom no one has made accusations of disloyalty. Now 
what does the word "lo.aded" mean to you? Or to me? I will agree 
that one spy !s one too many, and that two spies are two too many. 
But the word "loaded,'' in a publication of this sort, means one thing 
to the reader- -but here are the facts. 

I would like to go a little bit more into the case of Mr. "A," as I 
called him, which appears in the next column on Page 94 in some d~ta11 
with a lot or artistic verisimilitude. Mr. "A," as I have said; was 
a technical editor on this project, diligent, hard-working. He came 
in 1944. ~ometime in 1948--I don't remember the precise dates--we heard 
from the Ccrmnission that it was concernrd about his clearance. At 
that point we immediately took him off tr.e new classified work that 
he was doing, and confined his ac~ess to classified material that he 
had already .Jeen or had to do with. La.t;er, it developed that he had 
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already seen or had to do with. later, it developed that he had 
omitted on his Personnel Security Questionnaire the fact that in the 
early 40's he had been a member of the Con~unist party. At this • 
point the Commission demanded that his clearance be removed, and that 
he be fired from the Hill. · 

·.rhe J.aboratory did protest this decision, and a number of us went to 
Washington on ~ this basis: Here 15 a man who had, as far .as we can 
tell, expi-ated .his Communist attachment. He has worked hard and 
loyally, hr~ has had access to classified information. Is 1 t the 
right thi~g f'or the country to flre this man on this basis? If it 
is the right thing for us to fire this man, let us do it then in such 
a way that he can get another job, and let us put him on unclassified 
w-0rk until he can find another job somewhere else. Beca uze this man 
had worked here, worked hard and faithfully: this waa the point of 
our visit to Washington. The Commission heard us, pat iently and 
s i ncerely. However. they decided against us that the man must leave 
inuned ~.ately. We swallowed hard, we came back to Los Ala:nos and went 
to work. We had a job to do. There were no scars h0re. No scars 
what~oever. The technical t ask before Los Alamos has always been 
paramount. 

If I ca n take a recent case, t he Oppenheime r case : As all of you a re 
aware, a great ma ny people in thi s Laboratory fel t very strongly about 
t hl s matter. But there is somP.thing we !"eel muc h more stronq;ly about, 
and that is the job this Laboratory has to do. The task th&i,; this 
labor atory has f or the safety of this country, meanB more to us than 
any person~l feelings we may have about ind i viduals. Perhaps that's 
about enough of detail points to pick out from this. I recognize 1t 1 s 
always_ le t 's say a potential criticism, to pinpoint detail and say 
t his parti cular point is wrong a nd that particular point is wrong. I 
ha ve picked out just a few or the ohvions faleehoods i n this article 
merely because they give you a flavor of the other falsehoods particu
larly regarding a technical program, particularly regarding the 
philosophy, feelings, and enthus iasms of people here. These are 
characteristic. They are repeated time and time again in other issues. 
To go through all of them would take us forever. 

May I correct one statement I made. Mr. 11 1\ 1' came to Los Alamos in 
1943. so his services were five years and not four years .. I would 
like to be accurate. 

Well, t his ts perhaps enough of my own comments here. I would now 
l ike t o p~t myse lf at your dispos al. This is an informal session and 
i f I can•t answer your questions because of classification I will say 
so, and i f I can't answer them because I don't know, I will say so. 
Ar.d, in all frankness, you 3hould feel no hes! tancy in e..s1<1ng any 
question regarding th~ matter in this text that concerns Los Alamos 
that comes to your mind. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

ROBEHT MCKINNEY: Dr. Bradbury, to keep the continuity, can we 
c·onTlnue on the subject or Mr. ''A. II Were you present at this 
meeting ~ ~ Washingt0n? 

DR. BftADBURY: Yes, I was. 

ROBERT M:KINNEY: Did Admiral Strauss make this speech which is 
-a ttributed to him? 

OR. BRADBGRY: He did not. 

ROBERT >~KINNEY~ Did anybody make that speech? 

DR. BRADBURY: No one made such a speech. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: No one discussed any bank cashier or any~h1ng of 
that nature? 

DR. BRADBURY: Not at that time. Let me say, not 1n our presence. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: Is it possible that this could have been made by 
somebody else at some other time? And that these reporters heard 
of it? 

DR. BRADBURY: I haven't the faintest idea where these reporters 
picked up this story. I've heard this story, perhaps Smitty can 
correct me, I think attributed to Secretary of Defense Wilson at one 
time, in connection with the Oppenheimer case. I think I have also 
heard it attributed to Chairman Stra~ss, in connection with the 
Oppenheimer case. 

~UESTIONER: In the Opp~nheimer transcript isn't there a very 
similar comparison? One: of the wl tnesses who ..... 

DR. BRADBURY: It was a story current about the time of the 
Oppenheimer investigation. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: This article, Dr. Bradbury, says the Los Alamos 
staff members added they would relieve the Atomic Commissioners of 
the responsibility 1n that matter, so the Los Alamos staff member8 
were present including you. And that the Commissioners were happy 
to buck the burden of reply to Lewis Strauss. 

DR. BRADBURY: The statement of respon31b111ty involved 13 false. 
That particular statement is deliberately and specifically false. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: The entire speech was never .made in your presence? 

DR. BRADBURY: It was not made. Again it lends a certain artistry 
to the statement~ but it doesn't happen to be true. 

WILLIAM SPACK: Dr. Bradbury, can you comment on the main accusaticn 
that LOs Alamos dr3gged its feet on the thermonuclear program? 

1 
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DR. BRADBURY: Frankj is my statement in these people's hands? 
I think that particular problem 1~ dealt with there at some length. 
I would really appreciate it if ~t this moment we perhaps took a 
slight recess and you read the statement. Perhaps this would be 
useful to us .... 

1RANK WATERS: Yes. It's on page 2, the middle of page 2. (Dr. 
Bradbury's prepared statement, previou::;ly handed·to all present). 

DR. BRADBURY: It might be useful to us to just take· a look at the 
statement and see what it says. It may suggest some further queries 
to you. Let's take a five minute break then. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: Could we take a longer break, Dr. Bradbury? It's 
now 9:30 anct some or us may wish to phone the early remarks and 
statement3 to our papers. 

DR. BRADBURY:. Perfectly OK with me. Use the time as you wish, any 
way you wish. 

FIFTEEN MINUTE INTERMISSION 

DR. BRADBURY: One of my staff has just called me and suggested that 
there Is one addition I should make to this release, in the interest 
of' precision. On tne first page of the statement a sentence in 
capitals begins, "Every successful weapon that appears today." '::'o 
be precise we should say "in the free world, 11 .and I presume he is 
right. I don't know exactly what is happening in Russia. 

Now I would 11ke to start the discussion off by a few more 
remarks of my own_, having to do with the general problem .of how 
atomic weapons get done anyway, how research ls conducted, and how 
the broad area of basic research every so often peaks up into 
specific weapon development. In reading this text you may have the 
impression that the atomic bomb 1s made by one man with a bright 
idea and a faithful assistant tagging along behind. '!his is far 
from the case. The ideas which go into a new weapon development 
come out of discussions between numbers of people: theoreticians, 
mathematicians, physicists, chemists and so on. It's a team job. 
Somebody has a bright idea, but it doesn't seem to be ao bright as 
he talks to somebody else. He adds a little ~it to it and takes 
something away from it, and then the idea grows and somebody else 
hears about it, and in talking these ideas over in seminars and 
studies and in documents gradually it builds up a concept of a 
way to go. 

Now the particular case of what, let us say, has been called 
the new idea, widely attributed and sometimes correctly to Mr. 
Teller, that appeared in 1951. Actually, what·are the facts? The 
basic problem that faced us in both the fission field and 
thermonuclear field had been the subject of thought by people ever 
since the first fission bomb was successfully detonated. The 
underlying idea, the underlying problem, -- I can't discuss what 
it ls for it's classified, -- the underlying attack dates back to 
1945. Ulam was working directly on the problem of how to make a 
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thermonuclear reaction, and he had an idea. It turned out that 
his idea was discussed; that idea bifurcated or trifurcated and 
had various directions in which it might go. And indeed the 
direction in which it might go that was suggested by Dr. Teller 
turned out to be the most profitable direction to explore. But 
this was characteristic of the development of ideas. It doesn't 
eprirtg out by somebody sitting at a des~ with his feet on it; it 
aprings out from lots of people talking and thinking and working. 

The development of weapons ls the same way. The whole 
thermonuclear field as it has been developed at Los Alamos is 
that of people working in the theoretical division, people working 
in physics, people ~orking in mathematics, people working in 
chemistry and metallurgy, people working in high explosives, across 
the board, working toward a common team objective. That's why it 
is so hard to answer your question as to how many people work in 
the thermonuclear program. In a sense,everyone. How many people 
work in a fission prograM? In a sense, everyone. The fields are 
tied together. No progress 1n atomic weapons is made by one man 
alone. In this day and age and during the war, the only way these 
great team jobs get done is by groups of people working together, 
cooperating, directing their entire efforts toward a goal. It is 
not the result of a single man or a few men having a bright idea, 
and carrying it out and suddenly 0ut in Eniwetok or Nevada appea~s 
an atomic bomb. It can't be done that way. It's a team effort 
and the team is Los Alamos Scientific L'.lboratory. These are the 
facts of how atomic weapons are developed. This matter is dealt with 
to some extent 1n my testimony in the Oppenheimer case and I 
don't think I need to belabor it more. 

No• I am open to whatever questions you wish to ask. 

GORDON BEACH: This article quotes a strong ... 

DR. BRADBURY: If yo11 will refer to the page it will help me. 

GORDON BEACH: Throughout the article there is a feeling that the 
scientists were ashamed of what they had done, and didn't want to 
go any farther. Is there any basis to this? 

DR. BRADBURY: I cannot speak for people not at Los Alamos, but at 
Los Alamos I think the philosophy is correctly described in my 
sta~ement. We believed very strongly and very firmly that the 
atomic weapons would not stop with the first .use of these weapor.s 
in World War II, that atomic weapons would b~ developed elsewhere 
in the world, and th~t this country would have to ~~intain its 
lead. Of course the basic objective of atomic weapons development 
is not to kill people, but to keep this country in so strong a 
position that a war will never happen. Indeed the atomic weapon 
business is curious in that its fundamental objective is to put 
itself out of business. 
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ROBERT MCKINNEY: Dr. Bradbury, the prefac~ of this magazine article 
says, "The authors who had access to off lcial sources spPnt months 
of research on the problem." Can you outline what off1c1c.l sources 
were available to them? 

DR. BRADBURY: I can speak only for official sources a.vailable at 
tos Alamos. The authors had no official sources whats .1ever at 
Los Alamos. 'lbey did not see me so I do not know, but it is J?ly 
understanding that they spent a few hours here one evening~ a 
number of months ago. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: {reading) "Many of the officials concerned have 
read advance copies. of the book and furnished corrobora tlve data to 
the .authors. 11 

DR. BRADBURY: No copy of this w~~ ~een in Los Alamos until the 
magazine was published. 

ROBERT MCKINNEY: Mr. SaJtsbury'·s telegram to the New Mexican would 
seem to answer it for Washington. 

WILLIAM SPACK: What do ~ou think the justification was, Dr. Bradbury, 
for or. Teller's reeling that there was hostility here for the 
thermonuclear development program? 

DR. BRADBURY: I wish you wouldn't use the word justification. That's 
a hard question to answer, therefore. 

WILLIAM SPACK: Can we chang~ 1t then? Your prepared statement here 
shows that the thermonuclear program was a continuous thing, that 
development and research was done through th~ war and thereafter. 
D1d anything take place that, to you~ mind, could have accounted for 
his feeling that Los Alamos w~~ dragging its feet? 

DR. BRADBURY: Not that I know of. I think however that it appears 
in my testimony 1n the Oppenheimer case that in all frankness 
Edward and I differed and, I presume, not once but a number of ttmes 
over the best way to administer the thermonuclear program. Maybe I 
can use an analogy here. ~s I said e~rlier, any-weapon development, 
including the thermonucle:ir program, ls a team effort. The situation 
in the thermonuclear field was as if :·ou were in cha:<"'ge of a platoon, 
on a dark night, am:! dldn 1 t know wherf.. the enemy was. If somebody 
ordered you to go out and attain this objective, one way would be 
to send out the scouts and patrols and find out where the enemy 1s 
and how to contact him. Another way would be to say, "Pull speed 
ahead, boys, let's charge." The latter method in the atomic weapon 
business is very likely to let you fall on your face. In general, 
Edward and I disagreed on the best way to make the most rapid 
progress and 1f there is irritation on that score 1t probably rose 
primarily from that source. Now may I say here again, p~.:-rely far 
the record. that my personal relations with Mr. TelJ.~1 ar~ friendly 
and continue so. I was in telephone conversation with ~im even 
yesterday. 
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